tive choices writers make or the reasons that govern a writer's choosing one alternative in preference to another&dquo; (202) . Studies Although exercises 1 and 4 were comparable, the respondents in each differed in one important respect: The respondents in exercise 1 had not been previously introduced to the taxonomy, while the respondents in exercise 4 had been so introduced. Actually, the respondents in exercise 4 were the same respondents who had participated in exercise 3 over two months earlier and had learned about the taxonomy in conjunction with exercise 3. However, for exercise 4, the taxonomy was not reintroduced, nor was the importance of memorandum subject lines discussed. Rather, the respondents regarded exercise 4 as a timed activity that would be used to evaluate their writing. Under these circumstances, the respondents in exercise 4 composed the 23 memorandum subject lines listed and classified in Table 2. For exercises 1 and 4, the respondents were asked to compose persuasive memorandums for similar managerial situations. Yet, with prior knowledge of the taxonomy, the respondents in exercise 4 originated far fewer neutral-topical subject lines and far more directed subject lines than the respondents in exercise 1, as shown in Table 3 . 
